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 Painting The Legend:
 Frederic Remington and the Western

 by Edward Buscombe

 At the end of John Ford's Fort Apache there is a scene in which Captain
 Yorke (John Wayne) is discussing with a group of newspapermen the death
 of Colonel Thursday (Henry Fonda). "Of course you're familiar with the
 famous painting of Thursday's charge, sir," says the first newspaperman.
 "Yes, I saw it when last in Washington," replies Yorke. "That was a magnifi-
 cent work," says a second reporter. "There were these massed columns of
 Apaches in their warpaint and feathered bonnets. And here was Thursday,
 leading his men in that heroic charge." "Correct in every detail," confirms
 Yorke. Though he knows the truth of Thursday's foolhardy action, Yorke
 preserves the myth which the painting embodies: when the legend becomes
 fact, print the legend.

 Despite the location of Fort Apache in Monument Valley, actually some
 six hundred miles as the crow flies from the Little Bighorn, the parallels
 between the fate of Colonel Thursday and that of General George Armstrong
 Custer are made explicit enough,' and in the scene just quoted we may assume
 that the scriptwriters have in mind the many versions of Custer's Last Stand
 which were painted in the wake of that traumatic event. Several of these
 pictures were reproduced in lithograph, and some 150,000 copies of that by
 Cassilly Adams are known to have been distributed. (Fig. 1) The dissemination
 of such works must have played a major part in the construction of one of
 the West's enduring legends.2

 The history of the West has always been closely bound up with the forms
 of its representation-and misrepresentation; some of them, such as the
 myths of El Dorado and the North-West Passage, so powerful that they
 determined the actual course of Western exploration. But in the later nine-
 teenth century the construction of national mythologies became, in America
 as elsewhere, a major preoccupation.3 The volume of material increased vastly
 under the pressures of massive expansion westwards and the development of
 new means for the production and distribution of visual and written matter.
 The growth of modern communications, in the twin senses of railroads and
 newspapers, telescoped the time gap between the occurrence of an event and

 Edward Buscombe is an editor at the British Film Institute.
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 :: :?~~:-: Figure 1 "Custer's
 Last Fight."
 Chromolithograph

 ii~,,,~ ~~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ............... ......... ......~,~,,,:,,,,,,,~~~~~i~ii  .......... : :j:::::after a painting by
 :~;:~2~F~ii~:~--~'4 f..... ~ ~Cassilly Adams,

 -" 1896. Courtesy of
 ~': ~,':~:~~~:i le~~~!::::i:!: ii??:: ?  the Amon Carter

 Museum, Fort
 Worth, Texas.

 A'.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. .... .. ........ . "T he

 ~~~. ~~~~ ~Figure 2"TeLast
 Stand'' by Frederic ...........Remington.

 Originally published

 in Harper's Weekly
 10OJanuary 1891.

 Courtesy of

 ~:Harpers.

 .. . .. . .. .:

 ............. ~'i'i:::ii~iliiiii:i ,,......:: :?:~~j?:~:x~* ???-r s::

 its description , and magnified the tendency towards mythicization- to the

 extent that many of the most famous figures became agents of their own
 publicity machine. Wild Bill Hickok posed for his portrait in 1874 and in the
 same year Custer took an official photographer along on his Black Hills
 expedition.4

 ...... ..... , . 1,5I j~ i ::j::i::::::::::S:s

 In this process painting played a key role. Yet there has been little
 recognition of the controlling influence which visual images had upon the
 formation of the idea of "the West" and subsequently upon the Western as
 a cinematic genre. While due note has been taken of the importance of dime
 novels, plays and such extravaganzas as Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show, the
 place of painting remains to be investigated.J Frederic Remington (1861.

 'i';.:'!ii,,, ;j ~

 1909), probably the best known of all painters of Western subjects, himself

 did a v Cersion of Custer's Last Stand. (Fig 2) Ineresting ly enough, a point

 4~~~~~~~~~~~?'."..~.......~~~~~
 expedition.~~~~ ~::~ : I.,,,,, :::~?::~~~:.:...??..?:::::::::: jf??::
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 formtionof te iea o "th Wet" ad suseqentl upo th W..esten a

 a cinematic genre. W hile due note has been taken of the importance of dimeiii~k~~~~iiiiiiiiiii~ i::riiii;:::::ii:::::::::::
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 1909), probably the best known of all painters of Western subjects, himself?;:?:~:?;::;::.:.: ??:??:~?:::l::i Reingon
 did a versio of Custer'sLast Stand.(Fig. 2) Intrestingly enugh, a poin
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 to which we shall return, the mood of Remington's picture is rather Fordian,
 stoicism and dignity in defeat contrasting with the frenzied heroics favoured
 by other artists. John Ford is on record as having acknowledged Remington's
 influence. In his interview with Peter Bogdanovich, Ford remarks: "I like She
 Wore A Yellow Ribbon. I tried to copy the Remington style there-you can't
 copy him one hundred percent-but at least I tried to get in his color and
 movement, and I think I succeeded partly."6 And according to McBride and
 Wilmington in their book on Ford, James Warner Bellah, the scriptwriter of
 Sergeant Rutledge and also the author of the stories on which Ford's cavalry
 trilogy is based, got the idea for a film about black cavalrymen from a
 Remington painting.7

 But the relationships between Remington and the Western film genre
 are more far-reaching than a study of his direct and acknowledged effect upon
 its greatest exponent would reveal.8 Remington in fact was to be closely
 involved in some of the decisive moments at which the image of "the West"
 became progressively focused. In order to understand the distinctive contribu-
 tion which Remington made, however, we need briefly to unravel the three
 main strands which may be discerned within the extensive canvas of paintings
 of the West.

 George Catlin is generally recognized as the first artist to devote himself
 seriously and single-mindedly to a visual record of life in the western territo-
 ries. Catlin's motivation was primarily ethnographic, within the terms of a
 Rousseauesque conception of the nobility of the uncivilized. As he expressed
 it: "Black and blue cloth and civilization are destined, not only to veil, but
 to obliterate the grace and beauty of Nature. Man, in the simplicity and
 loftiness of his nature, unrestrained and unfettered by the disguises of art, is
 surely the most beautiful model for the painter-and the country from which
 he hails is unquestionably the best study or school of the arts in the world:
 such I am sure, from the models I have seen, is the wilderness of North
 America."9 Catlin, who was self-taught, certainly had no other school, and
 his pictures document, in a primitive style, scenes of the material, cultural
 and spiritual life of the Native Americans he encountered on his travels west
 of the Missouri in the 1830s. (Fig. 3) They enjoyed a considerable success
 as a travelling exhibition and Catlin later supplemented them with a collection
 of artifacts and some of his live subjects in authentic costume. This early
 precursor of the Wild West Show was taken by Catlin to Europe, and in 1845
 Eugene Delacroix visited the display in Paris, accompanied by George Sand,
 and made some sketches.

 Yet even before this date Europeans had begun to paint the West. Of
 the next two important painters after Catlin, one, Karl Bodmer, was a Swiss
 and later a member of the Barbizon school of French painting, while the other,
 Alfred Jacob Miller, though American, had trained in Paris, where he had
 become an admirer of Delacroix. Both these artists were hired as official
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 ? .~--~.~ ..... .'......~ ~Figure 3. "Buffalo
 Hunt on

 -~i~~S ~~~ lsell?lllSnowshoes," by
 ?R '_ .;George Catlin, oil on

 __ . .. canvas, n.d.
 f| |PGk?~~~~~ Courtesy of the

 _'": ..... . . ..:.

 '": "-' '" '"'~' ""~~"" ":~~~~~ ':....~.~........,~ ~ and Art, Tulsa,

 *,~ : ,: ........:. . . ............ . .....

 ....... ...... .. . ..................................................

 Oklahoma.

 : " i:' ''' ' "................................................ ................

 Jacob Miller, water

 gouache, c. 1830.
 ~~~....,,,,.....~~~Courtesy of the..

 painters on expeditions financed by wealthy Europeans in the 1830s, and in

 illustrators from Europe journeyed to record the discoveries of the explorers;

 .produced a notable series of paintings following a trip to Morocco." With

 ...................... iiiiiiiiiiiiii:::: .. . ............

 ..: .............. Jacob M il r water

 : ................. ..,..:.. ...
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 Figure 5. "Glory of ............ . - :..
 the Canyon" by ':': '::;i: :i:: .. .ii.. ..

 Thomas Moran, oil -' :; :
 on canvas, 1875.
 Courtesy of the Oriet

 Thomas Gilcrease ...
 Institute of . .. .

 and Art, Tulsa, ......
 Oklahoma.

 Bodmer and Miller we have instead of the sensuality of the Orient the
 innocence of the West, but in each case it is the lure of the exotic which draws
 the artists.

 The ethnographic impulse was never entirely effaced from Western
 painting (it is most strikingly embodied in the work of Seth Eastman for the
 first major achievement of American ethnography, Schoolcraft's Indian Tribes
 of the United States, 1851-7). Traces of it can be found in Remington and
 indeed in Western films. By the middle of the century, however, the scientific
 urge to document an authentic American culture, prominent in Catlin, more
 attenuated in Bodmer and Miller, had largely given way to a European-
 inspired rage for "Nature." A remarkably high proportion of the artists
 painting Western scenes in the 1850s and 1860s had studied in Dusseldorf,
 the center of German romantic art. Among them were Albert Bierstadt,
 Worthington Wittredge, George Caleb Bingham, Karl Wimar and Emanuel
 Leutze, who painted the archetypal "Westward the Course of Empire Takes
 Its Way." Others, such as Thomas Moran, had trained elsewhere in Europe
 and fallen under the influence of Turner and Claude. Bierstadt and Moran

 especially gloried forth the sublime qualities of the Rockies and the desert
 landscapes, a panorama where the inhabitants figured, if at all, as tiny dots
 in the vastness of nature, which they subjected to European canons of taste.
 Bierstadt wrote back: "The mountains are very fine; as seen from the plains
 they resemble very much the Bernese Alps; they are of granite formation,

 6 Cinema Journal 23, No. 4, Summer 1984
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 the same as the Swiss mountains . . . the colors are like those of Italy."'2 At
 the top of Moran's painting "Glory of the Canyon" there is a rock formation
 which seems to be trying to turn itself into a ruined castle. (Fig. 5)

 This admiration for a scene whose very attraction lay in its emptiness
 of the humanity which Catlin, Bodmer and Miller had in their various ways
 depicted was in its turn to be overshadowed by a third regime in the last
 quarter of the century. Though Bierstadt achieved his greatest popularity
 during the 1860s, and continued working until 1900, by the end of this
 decade it was not the uplifting spectacle of natural grandeur, still less the sober
 documentation of vanishing cultures, which dictated the production of pic-
 tures. Instead, a new, far more popularly based taste, whose economic power
 was founded on the rise of mass circulation publications such as Harper's
 Weekly (begun in 1857), sent out a call for scenes portraying the excitement
 and immediacy of thrilling action. This was of course not entirely a nineteenth
 century innovation; artists since the sixteenth century had viewed America
 as a land of violent confrontations. But in the last quarter of the nineteenth
 century, pictorial representations of "the West" became overwhelmingly
 dominated by images of fierce struggles between man and man, and between
 man and nature.

 Foremost among the artists who both catered to and produced this new
 taste was Frederic Remington, who in the less than thirty years of his active
 life from the early 1880s turned out over 3000 pictures, almost all of Western
 subjects. Remington and others like him such as Charles Schreyvogel and
 Charles Russell shifted the center of interest towards the drama and conflict

 which they perceived as the essence of frontier life. Remington claimed that
 his purpose was in a sense ethnographic: to document a way of life that was
 already in retreat. "I knew the railroad was coming. I saw men already
 swarming into the land. I knew the derby hat, the smoking chimneys, the
 cord-binder and the thirty-day note were upon us in a restless surge. I knew
 the wild riders and vacant land were about to vanish forever.... "13 But

 though some of his pictures depict such subjects as "The Indian Game of
 Polo" and "Indian Method of Breaking a Pony," what he chiefly chose to
 record was the life of hard riding and hard fighting. The focus in his work
 is on the moment of action frozen at the point of its maximum impact. There
 is a marked tendency in Remington and his contemporaries towards the
 narrativization of painting; not surprisingly in view of the fact that so much
 of their work illustrated magazine stories and reportage about the West.
 Narrative in art may be nothing new, even in paintings of the West; some
 of Miller's work shows battles and chases. But even Remington's quieter
 compositions are founded on tension and suspense, while the most dramatic
 communicate a sense of action proceeding through time and irresistibly invite
 us to supply the story up to the moment the picture was "taken" or continue
 it afterwards. (Figs. 6, 7, 8)
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 Figure 6. "The
 Scout: Friends or

 Enemies?" by

 Frederic Remington, ii
 oil on canvas, c..hr.a

 1890. Courtesy of
 the Sterling and

 Francine Art 1
 Institute,

 Williamstown,

 Figure 7. "A
 Misdeal" by

 Frederic Remington.
 Published in

 Drawings, 1897.
 Private collection.

 For such paintings the description cinematic seems not inappropriate,
 and Schreyvogel exploits this technique to the full. Indeed, he goes further:
 whereas Remington's figures characteristically proceed across the frame in
 long diagonals, Schreyvogel's frequently rush full tilt at the spectator, threat-

 ening to jump right out of the frame, and the trick of firing straight at the
 viewer anticipates the famous shot at the end of The Great Train Robbery.
 (Cover)

 Yet the relationship to cinematography is even closer than this suggests.
 Remington's first real success came in 1886 when he was commissioned by
 Outing magazine to illustrate an account of the so-called Apache War against
 Geronimo. It was just at this time that the experiments of Eadweard Muy-
 bridge in photographically recording the movements of animals were becom-

 ingwidknonng widely known among painters. Muybridge's book Animal Locomotion, a
 milestone along the road to the cinema, was published in 1887 and among

 18 Cinema Journal 23, No. 4, Summer 1984
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 Whistler and Messonier, the paintr o Fbigure 8. "Downing
 "by him in' tthe Nigh Leader" by

 h e (t Frederic Remington.

 s Originally published
 in Collier's,
 20 April 1903.
 Photograph courtesy

 of M. Knodler &

 ....\ ~ Company, New
 York. Private

 collection.

 its subscribers were such eminent artists as Alma-Tadema, Millais, Rodin,
 Whistler and Messonier, the painter of battle scenes. Messonier's picture of
 Napoleon on the field of battle, "Friedland 1807," was apparently modified
 by him in the light of Muybridge's revelations about the movement of the
 horse (that central icon of the Western scene) and Remington was greatly
 impressed by the result. Up until t his point horses in full gallop had been
 represented with both front and back legs stretched full out. (See fig. 4) The
 success of the camera in recording what the naked eye could not perceive
 was capitalized on by Remington to impart a new realism to his work; he was
 reported to have "foresworn conventions and to (have) accepted the statement
 of the camera as his guide in the future."4c

 Received wisdom has it that the invention of photography shifted paint-
 ing irrevocably on to the path which led to modernism. Once painting's
 function as a record of the visible world had been displaced by photography's
 superior claims to accuracy, so the argument runs, it was free to pursue
 formal experiment for its own sake.'5 But, even if this is so, "Western"
 painting chose the other path. Remington and others, breaking decisively with
 the European high art tradition which had dominated in the works of Bierstadt
 and Moran, developed a technique which, borrowing as it did from photogra-
 phy, was entirely at the service of making their subjects as "lifelike" as
 possible.'6 The implications of this for the cinema are suggestive. When Bazin
 calls the Western the American cinema par excellencei7 and when Godard
 says it is "the most cinematographic genre in the cinema"'8 each recognizes
 the centrality in dominant cinema, that is Hollywood, of action, of physical
 movement. It has been claimed that the Western, the first home-grown and
 successful genre in American cinema, affected the whole course of Hollywood,
 which might not otherwise have developed so rapidly and completely towards
 a form which privileged action above all else and hence, perhaps, secured its
 popularity.'9 However this may be, there can be little doubt that the photogra-
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 phically-inspired realism with which paintings of the West in the period
 immediately prior to the invention of the cinema portrayed physical move-
 ment helped precipitate the Western as a popular cinema genre.

 The case for the importance of painting in shaping the popular concep-
 tion of the West is strengthened when one considers the rather different role
 played by photography. The invention of the cinema has conventionally been
 conceived as a development out of the chemical and technical discoveries of
 photography, even if more recent work has emphasised the contribution of
 machines for the production of visible movement such as the phenakistoscope.
 It is true that painting could not actually reproduce movement, Remington's
 absorption of the lessons of Muybridge notwithstanding. But in the provision
 of images of exciting action capable of capturing the popular imagination,
 images which would feed directly into the cinema, painting had several
 inestimable advantages over photography. In the first place, although some
 kinds of photographs of the West did achieve popularity (from the 1850s
 landscape photographs, especially in the form of stereoscopes, sold well to the
 middle classes), landscapes and portraiture were the only genres which pho-
 tography could readily handle at this time.20 The wet-plate collodion process,
 introduced in the 1850s, was capable of giving images of startling clarity, but
 it suffered from a crippling handicap: the equipment was unbelievably cum-
 bersome. W.H. Jackson, the great landscape photographer of the 1870s,
 required a whole mule train to transport his camera, plates and chemicals.
 It took him half an hour to set up for a single picture. Exposure times too
 were long. Despite the achievements during the 1880s of Muybridge and
 Marey (curiously in the present context Marey's photographic gun was based
 on the Colt revolver), the invention of the dry-plate in the early 1880s and
 the genuinely portable camera at the end of this decade (Eastman's Kodak
 was patented in 1888), it was to be a long time before photography was both
 mobile and fast enough to capture action in the field.21 Even by the end of
 the century, as Remington's own career demonstrates, newspapers still relied
 on sketch artists when a clear record of a battle was required.22 If visual
 representations of stirring scenes of action were needed, only painting could
 supply them- until the invention of the cinema, in which were married both
 the summation of new techniques for photographing movement and the
 concept of restaging either real or imagined events.

 The other great advantage which painting held over photography was
 that it could be mass-produced to a very high standard. Mention has already
 been made of chromolithography, which reached America in the 1840s and
 soon became a considerable industry, with literally millions of prints distrib-
 uted in the years up to the end of the century.23 Chromos, with Western
 scenes a particular favorite, were the only forms of visual art to hang in the
 homes of ordinary people and in their places of entertainment. (Fig. 9)
 Photographs, by contrast, were much more restricted in circulation. Daguer-
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 >;r~~~~~~~~~~~ ........Figure 9. "The
 Prairie Hunter; One

 -~~I~~~~~~~ ~~~Rubbed Out."
 -~Ii~~~ ,~~~~~ ~Lithograph by

 I- ...........~ ~,~Currier and Ives,
 1852. Courtesy of
 the Museum of the
 City of New York.

 rotypes could not be reproduced at all. Even with the introduction of the
 wet-plate process, which made it possible to make more than a single print
 from a photograph, prints could not be used to illustrate books and newspa-
 pers. When Harper's Weekly began in 1857 it published photographs, but
 they had first to be transformed into woodcuts before they could be printed.
 By this date techniques for the faithful rendering of line drawings were well
 established and chromolithography in full swing. Not until the late 1880s was
 the modern half-tone process employed by Harper's to provide an accurate
 reproduction of photographs, and the process was not in general use for books
 and newspapers until nearly the end of the century. And still there was no
 equivalent to the vivid colors of the chromos.

 By 1900, then, just at the moment when the cinema was ready to gather
 up into itself so many of the era's popular forms of entertainment, a whole
 plethora of ways of seeing and feeling, painting had created a taste for
 dramatic narrative and highly-charged scenes of physical action, portrayed
 in a style whose realism was well adapted to the technical inheritance and
 popularly-based social location of the new medium. But in so doing it narrowed
 the focus of what constituted "the West." Out of the vast potential range of
 heterogeneous material which western expansion had thrown up, painting
 helped construct a highly specific and distinctive articulation which hence-
 forth became synonymous with the West. Painting, together with popular
 fiction and commercial spectacles such as the Wild West Show, provided for
 the cinema an ample repertoire of stock types and narrative situations, but
 at the cost of limiting the scope. Certain geographical areas, certain types of
 people and situations became privileged, since these were the ones most
 adaptable to the exploitation of drama and conflict. One example will have
 to suffice. There are hardly any women at all in the paintings of Remington,
 Schreyvogel and Russell. Where physical action becomes the center of the
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 narrative, woman, defined by the nineteenth century as frail and passive,
 could not figure.24 That women played a crucial, and at times strictly equal,
 role in the history of the West is attested in scores of documentary accounts.25
 That they were excluded from Western painting is an indication of how it
 selected and suppressed as it elaborated its field of discourse. In the cinema
 the inheritance of popular fiction and drama dictated that a place be found
 for women, yet of all film genres the Western is the one where women have
 the most marginal position.

 A key moment in this process of distillation can be observed if we return
 to the career of Frederic Remington. There is a scene in Citizen Kane which
 takes place just prior to the beginning of the Spanish-American War in 1898.
 Bernstein reads out a cable which has just been received at the offices of The
 Inquirer: "'Food marvelous in Cuba- girls delightful stop could send you
 prose poems but don't feel right spending your money stop there's no war in
 Cuba signed Wheeler.' Any answer?" "Yes," says Kane. " 'Dear Wheeler-
 you provide the prose poems- I'll provide the war.'" As is well known, the
 scene is closely based on an actual exchange between William Randolph
 Hearst and a correspondent he had sent to Cuba to cover the anticipated war.
 What is particular to our purpose is that the correspondent was Frederic
 Remington.26

 The Spanish-American War had a direct influence upon the course of
 American domestic politics and, not coincidentally, upon the construction of
 "the West." The most famous figure to emerge from the conflict was Theo-
 dore Roosevelt.27 Roosevelt had already acquired a reputation as a Westerner
 following his self-publicized exploits as a rancher, and Remington had illus-
 trated his book Ranch Life and The Hunting Trail when it was serialized in
 the Century in 1888. When war broke out with Spain, Roosevelt resigned
 his post as Assistant Secretary of the Navy to form a troop of cavalry. This
 troop, significantly dubbed the Rough Riders (a title previously used by
 Buffalo Bill for his performers) was composed largely of cowboys from the
 western states and a leavening of toffs from the smart clubs of New York.
 The Rough Riders were involved in the celebrated battle of San Juan Hill and
 Remington, present as a war correspondent, later painted a picture of Teddy
 leading the charge. (Fig. 10) It was not, unfortunately, "correct in every
 detail," since Teddy didn't actually take San Juan Hill, participating instead
 in a supporting action up nearby Kettle Hill, and cavalry were not employed
 since the terrain was unsuited to actions on horseback. But no matter; even
 if Remington's picture was more sober than some of the more imaginative
 portrayals produced by other artists, it was sufficiently in keeping with
 Teddy's view of the thing for it to decorate his account of the war published
 in 1903. Fittingly, at the ceremony to mark the disbanding of the Rough
 Riders, Teddy was presented with a cast of Remington's most famous bronze,
 "The Bronco Buster."

 22 Cinema Journal 23, No. 4, Summer 1984
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 The fame engendered by his Cuban exploits undoubtedl Fy hre lped0. "Charge
 .The accession to the highest ofice in the land of the Rough Riders
 Western and military hero can be said to have effec at San Juan Hillft by

 life. It fixed the West as the symbol of America's vi Frederic Remington,

 effete decadence of the old world. Specifically, Rooseveltc. 1899. Courtesy

 based not upon the drill book but upon a whole way of thlife, was superior Remingto

 Art Museum,

 Ogdensburg, New
 scorn poured on ColonYor. All rights

 reserved.

 The fame engendered by his Cuban exploits undoubtedly helped Roose-
 velt secure the nominnation as vice-president a part. 1900, which led to his succes-
 sion to the presidency when McKinley was assassinated the following year.
 The accession to the highest office in the land of the country's most visible
 Western and military hero can be said to have effected a seismological shift
 in the ideological construction of the West and its place in American cultural
 life. It fixed the West as the symbol of America's virility in contrast to the
 effete decadence of the old world. Specifically, Roosevelt brought before the
 public imagination a vision of a rough and ready army whose competence,
 based not upon the drill book but upon a whole way of life, was superior to
 the highly regimented and showy cohorts of the European powers (hence the
 scorn poured on Colonel Thursday's West Point training).

 In this ideological shift, encapsulated in the political moment of Roose-
 velt, Remington undoubtedly played a part. Henceforth "the West" as an idea
 was both popular and culturally legitimate (a crucial combination, for without

 it would D.W. Griffith, ever the seeker after respectability, have made so
 many Westerns?). However, the view of the war which emerges from Reming-
 ton's own writings is less than totally enthusiastic.28 And his visual presenta-
 tion of the cavalry, whether fighting Apaches or Spaniards, generally lacks
 Roosevelt's swagger and bombast. In contrast to European battle scenes of
 the period his soldiers are weary and dusty, their uniforms battered. (Fig. 11)
 Instead of the might of a huge army they deploy only a thin line of blue. Ford's
 war films and Westerns alike are conceived in a similar spirit. Rio Grande
 ends, as it begins, with a cavalry column returning to the fort wounded and
 bedraggled, despite the victory that has been won. "Put out of your mind any
 romantic ideas that it's a way of glory," remarks Colonel Yorke to his son.
 "It's a life of suffering and hardship." Ford's army, like Roosevelt's, is a place
 where the underdogs, the defeated southerners, Irish immigrants and the sons
 of ordinary NCO's can achieve dignity and self-respect alongside their sup-
 posed betters. Just as Teddy had united east and west, upper and lower
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 Figure 11. "The
 American Tommy illll iiiii

 Atkins" by Frederic

 Remington.
 Originally published sougt in vicy.
 in Harper'hs beekly l

 13 August 1892. ?;?~?:, i

 Courtesy of ? i

 Harpers. ;;;?;!ii iii

 .:...i......~~~~i ~ ...........

 ii?ii?i::lljl~_~ - .~ ;:(..~.iiiiiiiii:i i...:::::::::: .....

 classes, so Colonel Thursday's eastern snobbery is eventually overcome by the
 marria ge of his daugh ter to the son of Sergeant-Major O'Rourke. But what
 is different about both Remington and Ford, as exemplified in "The Last
 Stand" and Fort Apache, is that military glory belong s most truly to those
 who do not glory in it. This is why defeat is the apotheosis of tricaumph; only
 at the mo ment oilf his death againt pest pelesos o does Thursday achieve the

 myth which Remington and Ford represent, founded upon a popular-

 heroic stature he had sought in victory.
 This paradox of a self-effacing inscription upon what She Wore A Yellow

 Ribbon calls "a cold page in the history books" can perhaps be related to
 a structure deep within American ideology. If the Spanish-American Wsar
 marked the emergence of the United States on to the stage of world geopolitics
 (and the national myth of the West which Roosevelt helped construct served
 admirably to develop a growing national confidence), yet America was still
 able to present itself as an anti-imperalist power. This was possible because
 in the nineteenth century its imperialism had been internal, directed towards
 its own territory and the peoples who occupied it.9 The variant of the Wiestern
 myth which Remington and Ford represent, founded upon a popular-
 ly-constituted soldiery and upon the glory attained by dignified defeat, may
 perhaps fit more easily with the anti-imperialist stance.

 Critics who have attempted to relate the Western to movements in
 American society have generally preferred to connect the films to a particular
 set of conjunctural forces operating at the time of their production. Thus Will
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 Wright sees plot structures as expressive of stages in the evolution of the
 capitalist economy. Philip French reads films in terms of different political
 styles. John H. Lenihan finds that Westerns are really "about" such things
 as the Cold War.30 All these approaches, whatever the ingenuity of their
 particular arguments, run the risk of short-circuiting a system of representa-
 tion whose genesis actually pre-dates the cinema and whose determinations
 and effectivity are therefore more extensive than such analyses propose. "The
 West," in the form in which we now have it, was essentially a nineteenth-
 century invention, and we cannot write the history of the cinema's treatment
 of the subject without taking this into account. This is not to say that the
 cinema merely reproduced what already existed; only that by the time West-
 ern films began to be made a corpus of work was in existence which already
 predefined what "the West" could be taken to mean. And to that work
 painting, especially the painting of Frederic Remington, made a decisive
 contribution.

 Notes.
 1. The second film in the cavalry trilogy, She Wore A Yellow Ribbon, opens with the words

 "Custer is dead ...."

 2. See Robert Taft, Artists and Illustrators of the Old West (Princeton: Princeton Universi-
 ty Press, 1982), 146.

 3. Another notable example is Scotland, whose historical iconography was largely manufac-
 tured in the nineteenth century. See, for example, Colin McArthur, ed., Scotch Reels
 (London: British Film Institute, 1982).

 4. For those with a taste for the by-ways of historical coincidence, Ford's The Searchers
 provides a labyrinthine example of the interconnections between the "real" West and
 the construction of its representations. The film was produced by Cornelius Vanderbilt
 Whitney, a distant descendent of the Eli Whitney who invented the system of mass
 producing guns through the use of interchangeable parts and so provided cheap reliable
 weaponry for the conquest of the West. C.V. Whitney was also a cousin of the
 Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney who founded the Whitney Gallery of Western Art in
 Cody, Wyoming, where some of Remington's pictures are preserved. McBride and
 Wilmington in their book on Ford (see below) speculate that the name of the hero of
 The Searchers, Ethan Edwards, is an amalgamation of Ethan Allen, the Revolutionary
 hero, and Jonathan Edwards, the preacher. They might have added that Eli Whitney
 was in fact married to Jonathan Edwards's granddaughter.

 5. For discussions of popular literature and Wild West Shows see Henry Nash Smith, Virgin
 Land (New York: Vintage Books, 1950), John G. Cawelti, The Six-Gun Mystique
 (Bowling Green: Bowling Green University Popular Press, n.d.) and essays by Kathryn
 Esselman and Richard W. Etulain in Jack Nachbar, ed., Focus on The Western
 (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1974).

 6. Peter Bogdanovich, John Ford (London: Studio Vista, 1967), 87.
 7. Joseph McBride and Michael Wilmington, John Ford (London: Secker & Warburg,

 1974), 164.
 8. Though the parallels in the personal biographies of the two men are not without cultural

 resonances. Each abandoned university after a short period and lit out for the West;
 each acquired a reputation for heavy drinking, gruff misanthropy and awkwardness
 with women; both were fascinated by the military and became "war correspon-
 dents"....
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 9. Quoted in Frank Getlein, The Lure Of The Great West (Waukesha, Wisconsin: Country
 Beautiful, 1973), 33.

 10. Jean-Louis Comolli, "Machines of the Visible," in Teresa de Lauretis and Stephen Heath,
 eds., The Cinematic Apparatus (London: Macmillan, 1980), 122.

 11. Remington was himself to make a trip to Morocco, where he painted Arab horses and
 French soldiers.

 12. Quoted in William H. Goetzmann, Exploration and Empire (New York: Vintage Books,
 1972), 225.

 13. Quoted in G. Edward White, The Eastern Establishment and the Western Experience
 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1968), 121.

 14. In The Brooklyn Eagle, quoted in Gordon Hendricks, Eadweard Muybridge: The
 Father of the Motion Picture (London: Secker & Warburg, 1975), 202. I assume
 that Messonier is the same as the 'Jean Louis Meissonier' referred to by Terry Ramsaye
 in A Million and One Nights (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1926) p. 38f.
 According to Ramsaye, it was Messonier who had the idea of projecting Muybridge's
 photographs in sequence, to create the illusion of movement, thus providing the
 essential link between Muybridge's still photographs and the cinema.

 15. Not that it was ever that simple. Degas was greatly influenced by photography, while
 some kinds of photography actually became incorporated into an anti-naturalistic style:
 "For artists working in the tradition of nineteenth-century naturalism the clarity of
 the Muybridge photographs was preferable to those of Marey. But for those seeking
 to obscure the literal identity of things, to give precedence to the more abstract realities
 of nature: the movements themselves rather than the objects in movement, the
 fundamental rhythms and patterns of the universe-so great a preoccupation in this
 century-Marey's images served admirably as a point of departure." Aaron Sharf,
 Art and Photography (London: Allen Lane, 1968), 199.

 16. Thus the Cowboy Artists of America, contemporary painters of Western subjects who
 would doubtless consider themselves as the inheritors of the Remington tradition,
 pursue a style which has no points of contact at all with modern art.

 17. Andre Bazin, What Is Cinema? Vol. 2 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1971),
 141.

 18. Jean Narboni and Tom Milne, Godard On Godard (London: Secker & Warburg, 1972),
 117.

 19. See Robert Anderson, "The Role of the Western Film in Industry Competition 1907-
 11," Journal of the University Film Association XXXI, 2 (Spring 1979).

 20. Photography of the West was in any case itself greatly influenced by painting, the
 composition of the views taken owing much to artistic notions of what constituted a
 pleasing scene. The influence was then reciprocated; Bierstadt used photographs as
 the basis for some of his canvasses. See Weston J. Naef and James N. Wood, Era of
 Exploration (Albright-Knox Gallery and the Metropolitan Museum Of Art, 1975).

 21. Most of the information on photographic processes can be found in Robert Taft,
 Photography and the American Scene (New York: Dover Publications, 1964).

 22. Photographs taken during the Spanish-American War are either of scenes comfortably
 behind the lines or, when further forward, show only blurred figures in long-shot.
 Artists' impressions were far more vivid.

 23. See Peter Marzio, The Democratic Art (London: Scolar Press, 1980).
 24. In earlier allegorical paintings, as for example those by Tiepolo in the middle of the

 eighteenth century, America was conventionally represented as a woman. Not until
 the arrival of Uncle Sam during the Civil War did the country change sex. See Hugh
 Honour, The New Golden Land (London: Allen Lane, 1975).
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 25. For a recent account see Sandra L. Myres, Westering Women and the Frontier
 Experience 1800-1915 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1982).

 26. The actual exchange was "'Everything is quiet. There is no trouble here. There will
 be no war. I wish to return.'-Remington. 'Please remain. You furnish the pictures
 and I'll furnish the war.'-W.R. Hearst." Quoted in W.A. Swanberg, Citizen Hearst
 (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1961), 127.

 27. The general influence of Roosevelt upon the construction of "the West" has of course
 not gone unnoticed. See, for example, the study by G. Edward White, Eastern
 Establishment. White considers the role played by Roosevelt, Remington and Owen
 Wister; yet inexplicably his comments on Remington are restricted to the painter's
 writings. Nothing is said directly about his pictures. Roosevelt is also cited as an
 important influence by Etulain, in Focus on The Western, and an article by Raymond
 Durgnat and Scott Simon, "Six Creeds That Won The West," Film Comment (Sept./
 Oct. 1980) remarks in the course of a brisk romp through the historical roots of the
 Western's ideology that "Roosevelt's shadow falls long over John Ford. ..." Kevin
 Brownlow in The War, The West and The Wilderness (London: Secker & Warburg,
 1978) tells how Tom Mix invented a wholly fictitious role for himself in the Spanish-
 American War in order to boost his status as a hero. He also describes Edwin S.

 Porter's debunking film about Roosevelt, Terrible Teddy, The Grizzly King. Porter
 himself shot some footage in Cuba during the war.

 28. See the account of Remington's experiences in the war in Peggy and Harold Samuels,
 Frederic Remington: A Biography (Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 1982).

 29. This argument is developed further than I can take it here by Gareth Steadman Jones
 in "The History Of U.S. Imperialism," in Robin Blackburn, ed., Ideology in Social
 Science (London: Fontana, 1972).

 30. Will Wright, Sixguns And Society (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1975);
 Philip French, Westerns (London: Secker & Warburg, 1973); John H. Lenihan,
 Showdown: Confronting Modern America in the Western Film (Urbana: University
 of Illinois Press, 1980).
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